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Taking care of your mental health/wellbeing while campaigning 
 
Recommended Approach 
 
There are many facets to health and wellbeing and this doesn’t change just 
because you’re campaigning. Unfortunately, it does become more difficult to 
maintain your wellness when you’re fully immersed in an activity that is very time 
intensive and always on your mind. 
 
Each of these require attention in their own right, yet shouldn’t be thought of as 
independent entities. For example, we have likely all experienced a time when we 
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didn’t sleep well affecting our ability to deal with a workplace or family stressful 
situation. For our purposes however, let’s address the health and wellbeing facets 
in turn. 
 

Emotional/Mental 
Stress management – feeling stress during a campaign is inevitable, so be 
sure you’ve figured out what works for you to destress, both in the moment 
and as a whole. Is it deep breathing while you count to 10 before replying 
during a spirited conversation? Is it a hot bath at the end of the night? 
Jammy pants, fireplace, and a cup of cocoa? Whatever you choose, make it 
your thing and stick to it. This is the secret weapon to keeping an even 
keel. 
 
Time management – this is a myth…you are not in control of time. It passes 
whether you want it to or not. Really then, it’s about making good choices 
based on establishing accurate priorities and you ARE in control of that. 

 
Physical 
Nutrition – try to keep to your normal eating patterns as best as possible. 
The more you can stick to that, the less impact the occasional fast food 
grab will be. If you’re not a water drinker, find a way to become one. Not 
enough water intake can result in sluggish thinking, body aches, dry skin, 
etc. Generally, one ounce of water for every two pounds you weigh should 
keep you hydrated. Herbal tea and adding lemon juice to your water are 
great sugar free ways to increase your water intake.  
 
Sleep – this includes sleep schedule and duration. It’s easy to get sucked 
into thinking you need to reply to a bunch of emails after a long shift of 
door knocking. Go ahead, but keep to your usual bedtime. Your body is 
used to the length and timing of your sleep and messing with either will 
leave you less energetic the next day. 
 
Exercise – evidence shows that regular exercise decreases stress hormones, 
and stress hormones cause weight gain. If you don’t have an exercise 
routine, try to establish one before the campaign starts so that it’s part of 
your good habits going in. Something with moderate intensity is best so 
you still have energy to walk for a few hours and knock those doors! 
Keeping things moderate will also help reduce any risk of adrenal fatigue, 
which could lead to hair loss, sleep disturbance, digestive problems, and 
excess fatigue. 

 
Social 
Support from your friends, family, and others is essential to help you make 
it through. Be sure to get together with your support network before 
things really ramp. Consider what their support will look like to you and ask 
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them directly whether they believe they will be able to provide that for you 
during the campaign.  
 
Honesty from both you and your people is critical here. If you need to vent 
as part of your debrief at the end of every day and your intimate partner 
isn’t prepared for that or able to shoulder that for you, then recruiting a few 
other shoulders might be wise. Better to manage that before the craziness 
once the campaign is in full swing. 

 
Things to Consider 
 

- Be realistic. For instance, if you were intending to train for a triathlon and 
that timing overlaps the campaign timeframe, doing both is likely not 
realistic. 

- Believe your team members have the best of intentions. Nobody is perfect 
and mistakes will be made. Being human about this will make it easier on 
all involved. 

 
Mistakes to Avoid 
 

- Tracking social media and engaging the trolls. No good can come of this. 
- Thinking you can do everything by yourself. Don’t be afraid to ask for help. 
- Expecting perfection from yourself and others. It’s simply not going to 

happen. 
- Believing that high sugar snacks are a food group. Yes, even chocolate 

needs to be moderated. 
- Venting about a campaign team member to other members of that team. 

Save yourself the grief of making people feel uncomfortable and 
potentially losing good volunteers. 

 
Resources Needed 
 

- Apps or a smartwatch can help track sleep, meditation, water, and exercise 
goals. 

- At least one person outside of the campaign team, who can provide you a 
safe “venting” space. 

 
Three things you can do now to prepare for your campaign: 
 

- Establish a routine. Integrate good health habits into your daily life now, so 
they’re firmly set and less likely to be pushed aside once campaign time 
comes. 

- Have those crucial conversations with your support network. Be sure they 
have a full sense of what the realities will be during the campaign and ask 
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them directly if they believe this is something that they can handle. This 
reduces the chances of being disappointed by their absence later on. 

- Do some research about affordable and healthy meal options, both for 
yourself and your campaign team. 
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